ABSTRACT. The subtraction procedure of Dyson is modified in order to eliminate a certain difficulty in the renormalization programme, namely the so-called ' b ' divergencies,
T has been shown to be very probable that the divergencies which arise in quantum electrodynamics manifest themselves in unobservable mass and I charge renormalization effects alone (Dyson 1949) . The demonstration of this behaviour rested, however, on a correct, but hitherto unproved, hypothesis concerning the behaviour of divergencies associated with self-energy Feynman graphs, the ' b ' divergencies in Dyson terminology. By a slight change of Dyson's renormalization procedure, it is possible to avoid this difficulty, and the proof of the finiteness of the renormalized matrix is complete. We shall use the notation of Dyson, and refer the reader to his paper for the meaning of the notation used.
The difficulties referred to above arise because it is possible to regard a reducible self-energy part of a graph as constructed from irreducible components in many different ways, according as vertex parts are considered to be inserted at a n e vertex or the other of the irreducible second order graph, and each possible way in fact contributes separately to the resulting divergencies.
A method of avoiding the ambiguity of construction of reducible self-energy parts will therefore be explained here, which makes use of the formal identity (Ward 1950) If we definep"=pA+p'(l -A) wherep' is the energy-momentum vector of a free electron then
where the effects of the contribution of the mass renormalization term to Cy have been taken into account.
A,( V',,P',,P") will now contain the infinities arising from inserted self-energy and vertex parts in the V as well as the divergence associated with the Y' themselvesa However, there is now no overlapping of divergent parts, and the finite parts may be separated out unambiguously in sequence.
An analogous procedure may be adopted for the reduction of photon S.E* parts. Again, A,(& At) need only be summed over the irreducible Xa, the overlapping divergencies have disappeared, and the divergencies may be removed in sequence in the usual way.
It is here necessary to define a new linearly divergent operator
The resulting finite operators SFl, DF1, Frl obtained by this processof successive approximation are defined by the way in which they reproduce themselves when substituted into the integral equations of the theory, together with infinite parts. This is represented by the equations
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. (6)
all ureducible Vt C* = -2~ JidACp, -P,')A,(P',,$J~) II* = -277 J": dA t, A, (t', t').
It is now easy to prove that S,' =Zz S,, (el) D,'=Z,D,,(e,)
Pi ' ' = 2 1 -1 F P l (el) where e, =Zl-lZzZ,1/2 e, provided that Z,, 2, and 2, are suitably chosen constants. This is seen by substituting these expressions for SF', DF', and Fpl into the set of equations B. -2nSE(p, -pi)21-122 1; dM,(p', p'jdhS,,(e,) . . . . . . (4') , , . . . . There may of course be doubt about the validity of the formal methods of manipulating infinite quantities used above. The author believes that it is possible to construct a consistent and unambiguous calculus in this way, as long as sufficient notice is taken of the requirements of Lorentz and gauge invariance at each stage. It is to be hoped that future developments will enable us to avoid dealing with unnormalized charges and masses, and the divergencies that appear here will then find their rightful place as abstractions from physical reality, namely the charges and masses of non-interacting particles.
